It would have been possible to present almost any kind of papyrus for Klaas' Festschrift. In his publications, Klaas covered practically every terrain of papyrology in all periods, but one genre stands out: lists. Written on papyrus or reconstructed from published papyri, Klaas found them everywhere. This Arabic papyrus, dating from the first or second Muslim century (seventh/eighth century C.E.) contains a list of names and addresses of Arab residents of Fus . I offer it in honour of Klaas' omnivorous papyrological attitude and his support for the developing field of Arabic papyrology.
amongst them. The text on the recto side of the papyrus is complete and does not seem to have continued beyond the borders of the papyrus, while the verso side is blank. The listmaking of which our papyrus is the result seems nevertheless to be related in some way to the institution of the d w n, the personnel register on the basis of which pensions were distributed to the Muslim fighters in Egypt at this period. The presence of a farrier in the list supports a military context.
When the Arabs established their control over Egypt with the conquest of Alexandria in 642 C.E., they maintained the local administrative system in place as well as its personnel. Greek and Coptic continued to be the most important administrative languages for at least a century, and even longer at the village level. Nevertheless, Arabic was also used immediately as an administrative language and Arabic scribes worked at the chancery of the capital and, with the increasing number of Arab officials working at lower administrative posts, also in the smaller settlements of the country.
What language was used to write up the d w n, Greek or Arabic, has been the subject of long debates in contemporary studies and medieval Arabic sources. 3 On the one hand, the registering of soldiers and other individuals for the purpose of paying them or for other goals was obviously not newly introduced by the Arabs in Egypt. Our papyrus, on the other hand, shows that from a very early period onwards administrative documents were (also) kept in Arabic. The papyrus is now located in the Oriental Institute Museum of the University of Chicago. It was acquired in Egypt from unknown provenance. 3 W thiq is written with a defective long (cf. HOPKINS, Grammar, § 10.i). The th ' is lost in the lacuna, while only the long dipping tail of the q f is visible under the lacuna.
Compare the final q f in s q in line 3. This is the way in which the q f was written in papyri dating from the seventh and eighth centuries (cf. P.Khalili I, introduction).
The Qur n mosque was located in Fus in al-amr al-Wust , 5 west of the s q alWard n (see below, the commentary on line 8), 6 and next to the granaries where the wheat for the army was stored. This market is generally known in the narrative sources as s q Barbar, but at least in one source it is attested with the article. 12 The Barbar market was designated by the q Ka'b b. inna 13 (in office 23/643) to settle members of the Barbar tribe. 14 It was located in Fus , north of the mosque of 'Abd All h which was north of 'Amr b. al-' ' mosque 15 in thee khi a of the Lakhm tribe. 16 
5
The amm m Sahl was called after Sahl b. 'Abd al-'Az z and was situated in Fus , but its precise location is not known. 17 6
The house of Mu ammad b. 'Abd All h b. Sa'd is not known, nor is this individual mentioned in the sources. The 'ayn in Sa'd is written rounder than other forms of this letter in the text, but the name cannot be read differently.
7
The s q al-Ward n was named after the Armenian Ab 'Ubayd All h 18 Ward n al-R m (d. 53/672), a mawl of 'Amr b. al-' . He was a mu addith transmitting traditions from his mawl 'Amr b. al-' 19 and had witnessed the conquest of Egypt. He had received many properties and streets as iq ' from the caliph Mu' wiya (r. 661-680) amongst which the property that became the s q al-Ward n, 20 and also owned a house in Damascus. 21 The important market of the s q al-Ward n was located in Fus north of the 
9
Sahl is written quite differently here from the way in which this name is written in line 5, but this reading seems the only fitting one. The s n is written without teeth as a straight horizontal line and the upper and lower half of the medial h ' seem to have been written separately. The saq fat Ibn Yanna was named after Ibn Yanna, standard bearer of the amr '. 26 The Ban Yanna were one of the groups of Byzantines that formed 'Amr b. al-' ' conquering forces. Together with Persian troops they formed the 'tribe' al-amr ' after which the khi a where they settled is named. 27 The khi of the Ban Yanna was located in al-amr ' al-Wus . 28 The diacritical dots written on the papyrus ensure this reading of the name. 29 This covered lane was located in Fus in al-amr '.
10
Schools are already indicated in the descriptions of earliest Fus , 30 but this particular one is not known in the sources. The horizontal line after this line and after line 13 obviously distinguish different subgroups, of eight, three and five individuals respectively, but it is not clear what differentiates them.
11
The Ban Asad, a large north Arabian tribe affiliated with the Kin na, took part in the conquest of Iraq and to a much lesser extent of Syria, but are not known to have participated in the conquest of Egypt. 31 It is unlikely therefore to find anyone in Fus with this nisba at this time. A more likely identification is the following. Asd is a variant form of the name of the large south-Arabian tribe of Azd. 32 They participated in the conquest of Egypt and also partook in the conquest of North-Africa. 33 They were settled in the Laf f, (11) al-amr ' al-Duny and al-amr ' al-Wus khi t, 34 and received many properties as khi t. 35 Mu' wiya is said to have favoured them as tax administrators. 36 12 Bal was a sub-tribe of the south-Arabian tribe of Qu 'a who participated in the conquest of Egypt when they played a privileged role through their relation with 'Amr via his grandmother, a Baliyya. 37 They were settled in the khi a al-amr ' al-Duny , 38 encompassing the area south of the s q al-Ward n up to the masjid al-Qur n. 39 At the order of the caliph 'Umar b. al-Khu b (r. 634-644) a number of them immigrated to Egypt from Syria, increasing the total number of Bal in Egypt. 40 The is abl al-akm probably refers to the stable that al-ak m b. Ab Bakr b. 'Abd al-'Az z built on a piece of land he bought from al-Azd. 41 13
The Shuj 'a 42 were settled in the Laf f khi a which was located towards the north-east of the 'Amr b. al-' mosque. 43 A zual-Shuj 'a was located near the mosque al-Qur n in al-amr ' al-Wus . 44 14 The bottom part of the final y ' can be seen extending below the lacuna caused by the disappeared papyrus, as can part of the w w. The large tribe of Ma' fir, a sub-tribe of the Yemeni Himyar tribe, was settled first close to the 'Amr b. al-' mosque, but then asked to be moved to less crowded areas further away from the Nile in the khi a called after them incorporating the M f n mountain, south-east of the mosque. 45 The Sar ' was a sub-tribe of the Ma' fir. 46 
15
The ban Rif 'a had taken part in the conquest of Egypt and some of them played a role in the administration under 'Amr b. al-' . 47 Al-Zabd is a district in the Yemen. 48 Possibly some immigrant Yemeni tribesmen named their new residence after a district in their home country?
16 Tuj b, the sub tribe of the South-Arabian tribe of Kinda, formed an important element of 'Amr's conquering troops. They gave their name to an area in the city where they were
